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The Other Eight 2014-04-01 superpowers have turned out to be a disappointment heat vision super strength flight they are nowhere
to be found instead powers like photosynthesis or the ability to spontaneously change hair color seem to be the best the world can
offer to make matters worse the gifted individuals tend to suffer from psychological issues nonetheless in hopes of finding enough
functional meta humans to form a squad in 1965 the us military created the guardian project the head of the army s current
incarnation of the project hires dr adam aiken a psychologist specializing in the meta human condition to filter out the most
dangerously unbalanced of the prospective super soldiers the screening process is to be done with all possible secrecy this proves
to be more easily said than done a misfiring superpower leaks news of the recruitment effort to the public attracting a flood of
misfit meta humans from around the nation each hungry for heroic validation a sleazy pr officer knows publicity when he sees it
and converts the secret program into a nationally broadcast competition with all of the dignity and grace of a reality show the
ultimate prize is a coveted spot on a government sanctioned super team the other eight follows the exploits of the applicants
deemed sane enough for consideration on one side are earnest but underpowered heroes like the twitch inducing nonsensica or the
fluorescent tube hurling phosphor on the other are the better equipped but less dedicated recruits like walking good luck charm
johnny on the spot and seed spitting loose cannon the hocker who will win a place on the team and what will be done about the
jilted heroes who didn t make the cut
The Great Convergence 2010-12-30 the second in the book of deacon series the great convergence continues the tale of young myranda
celeste with fresh knowledge of magic and steadfast resolve to see the end of the war that plagues her land myranda sets out to
find and unite the five fated heroes the chosen each new warrior brings her world a step closer to peace but does she have the
strength to survive the trials ahead
The Battle of Verril 2011-03-05 in this the finale of the book of deacon trilogy myranda and the chosen face their greatest
challenges yet time is running out and the generals are growing desperate through victory and defeat reunion and betrayal neither
the heroes nor their foes will rest until they have seen their task through to the end the only question is will it be the end of
a war or the end of times
The Book of Deacon 2010-01-28 the book of deacon is the first book of the book of deacon series by joseph r lallo myranda celeste
s world has been built on a legacy of bloodshed for more than a century her homeland the northern alliance has fought the kingdom
of tressor in what has come to be known as the perpetual war while her people look upon the conflict with reverence myranda s hate
for the war has made her an outcast when she finds a precious sword among the equipment of a fallen warrior she believes her luck
may have changed little does she imagine that the treasure will draw her into an adventure of wizards and warriors soldiers and
rebels and beasts both noble and monstrous the journey will teach her much about her potential about the origins of the war and
about the threat her world truly faces will myranda unlock the secret of bringing peace once and for all or will the world be lost
to the perpetual war
The Rise of the Red Shadow 2013-07-30 every story must begin somewhere for the warrior who would come to be known as the fearsome
red shadow the story began in a forgotten glade deep in the land of tressor it was there that a pair of trackers eager to retrieve
a lost slave instead found an orphaned malthrope had it been a human it might have been treated with compassion but in the eyes of
human society a malthrope was a monster a mix of fox and man believed to be a murderer and thief by its very nature the beast was
to be sold for a handful of silver but fate intervened in the form of an old blind slave named ben under the learned hand of the
one human who believed in his potential the young malthrope would instead be given the wisdom to take his first steps on the long
journey to his destiny the rise of the red shadow chronicles the early life of one of the most mysterious figures of the the book
of deacon trilogy the creature called lain it tells of his years working and learning on a tresson plantation until a dark day of
vengeance and bloodshed finally set him free from there you will follow as he finds his place in the world learning what it is to
be a malthrope and turning to the purpose that will guide him for the rest of his days it is a story of love hate and lessons hard
learned revealing the painful choices one must make to become the hero the world needs
The Story of Sorrel 2019-10-30 for some running and hiding is the only way to stay alive but no one can run forever sorrel and her
twins are malthropes creatures hated by the people of their world for years they have sought sanctuary this mysterious new land
would be a paradise if not for the terrible beast that casts its shadow over the people who call it home
Jade 2010-09-24 this short novel set after the events of the book of deacon follows the blessed and cursed life of jade rinton
stripped of her family and kept in a tall tower by a fierce dragon due to the scheming of a mysterious stranger jade seems to be
living in a twisted fairy tale she soon learns though that fate has its own ideas of who should play each part and that family is
where you find it
The Crescents 2017-10-16 in a place untouched by the perpetual war a new conflict threatens to ignite generations of war have been
put to rest the d karon scourge has been wiped away all that remains for myranda deacon and the other chosen is the long slow road



to recovery for their weakened kingdom it is no small task as dark magic has taken a terrible toll on the land crops struggle to
grow the scars of war are slow to fade but from across the sea comes hope the haughty king mellawin presides over the kingdom of
sonril his people the elves of south crescent have grown concerned with their place in history fate left the prophesy in the hands
of the mortals of tressor and the northern alliance and now the legendary unseen tormentors from north crescent the aluall have
spilled the blood of their people mindful that his subjects have come to doubt him king mellawin comes to the northern alliance
with an offer in exchange for the service of the chosen he shall provide a treatment to heal the land myranda deacon ivy myn and
the others shall be the first of their people to set foot on the crescents since before the perpetual war or so they believe but
what they find there will reveal long hidden secrets of their history and threats they could never have imagined the crescents is
the fifth epic entry in the book of deacon saga from joseph r lallo author of the big sigma series and free wrench
The D'Karon Apprentice 2015-11-10 the d karon apprentice is the long awaited sequel to the acclaimed epic fantasy the book of
deacon trilogy it is a direct follow up to the battle of verril it has been months since the chosen finally defeated the d karon
and the perpetual war came to an end once warriors myranda deacon ivy and ether must now take on the role of diplomats in the
ongoing task of preserving the unsteady peace between the lands of tressor and the northern alliance generations of war have left
a deep distrust between the people on both sides of the border and any sign of treachery or hostility could cause a new war to
flare if that happens the weakened northern alliance will have little hope to survive against the military might of their neighbor
to the south a mysterious figure long slumbering and forgotten has stirred in the wake of the chosen triumph she is not pleased to
find the d karon no longer answer her calls and she sets out to find them once more this woman a powerful necromancer with deep
knowledge of d karon magic and little concern for the world and its people spreads chaos wherever she goes her bloody swath
through the southern lands is just the spark the volatile world needs to take to flame once more to keep their lands from
descending back into a war that will claim the lives of untold thousands myranda deacon and myn must venture into the heart of
tressor escorted by a dragon rider named grustim and surrounded by fear and distrust the road ahead will not be difficult but the
chosen have fought too hard and lost too much to lose it all to this dark apprentice
The Book of Deacon Anthology 2015-06-25 the book of deacon saga is the epic tale of a world besieged by war and at the mercy of
dark forces who would see the land and its people wither and die first published in 2010 the story has grown significantly
expanding the story into earlier and later eras exploring the lives of characters both minor and major the book of deacon
anthology is a collection of all currently published stories in the setting the book of deacon the tale of myranda celeste a young
woman orphaned by a century long war and her chance discovery of a fallen soldier s priceless cargo the find will change her life
sending her on an adventure of soldiers and rebels wizards and warriors and beasts both noble and monstrous each step will bring
her closer to the truth of her potential of the war and of the fate of her world the great convergence the second in the book of
deacon series the great convergence continues the tale of young myranda celeste with fresh knowledge of magic and steadfast
resolve to see the end of the war that plagues her land myranda sets out to find and unite the five fated heroes the chosen each
new warrior brings her world a step closer to peace but does she have the strength to survive the trials ahead the battle of
verril in this the finale of the book of deacon trilogy myranda and the chosen face their greatest challenges yet time is running
out and the generals are growing desperate through victory and defeat reunion and betrayal neither the heroes nor their foes will
rest until they have seen their task through to the end the only question is will it be the end of a war or the end of times jade
this short novel set after the events of the book of deacon follows the blessed and cursed life of jade rinton stripped of her
family and kept in a tall tower by a fierce dragon due to the scheming of a mysterious stranger jade seems to be living in a
twisted fairy tale she soon learns though that fate has its own ideas of who should play each part and that family is where you
find it the rise of the red shadow before he was a legendary assassin and mythic hero the creature known as lain was just a simple
malthrope frightened and alone the rise of the red shadow tells the story of his tragic youth beginning with his days on a
plantation in tressor and following him through the painful tragedies and thrilling trials that would one day lead him to
greatness in the pages of the book of deacon entwell origins ayna available for the first time the story of ayna a young fairy who
is cruelly taken from her family yet finds that this tragedy may have given her the opportunity to become more than she d ever
dreamed the stump and the spire previously only available as part of the neverland s library anthology the stump and the spire is
the story of two children who gain a dark glimpse into the long forgotten past of their world for fans of the series looking to
fill in the gaps or for new readers hoping to gather the whole series the book of deacon anthology is a great way to catch up on
the whole saga each book is updated with improved formatting as well as a brief foreword by joseph r lallo and even a message from
the mysterious curator who collected the stories read it now and be ready for the d karon apprentice a new book of deacon story
releasing november 12th 2015
Contaminant Six 2020-09-08 the fug that poisoned the world has struck the wind breaker crew after years of daring escapes and



dangerous capers it was only a matter of time before captain mack s crew felt the sting of the toxin that blankets their continent
they must split up seek the aid of old rivals and brave secret facilities to find the substance that may be the key to recovery
join nita and her friends on what may well be their final adventure contaminant six is the sixth novel in the critically acclaimed
free wrench series of steampunk adventures
Nova Igniter 2020-10-27 when you ve lived a life like his the last thing you want is for history to repeat itself lex has teamed
up with mad engineers clashed with technology obsessed terrorists and faced murderous robot hordes he s even traveled through time
he has skills no one in history has ever had he ll need them devastating cyber attacks are targeting him his closest allies are
nowhere to be found ominous threats from his past seem to be leaking back onto his life with the help of an off kilter ship ai and
his ex lex will have to get to the bottom of it all if he doesn t the galaxy s days are numbered nova igniter is the sixth novel
in the action packed big sigma series by joseph r lallo
Bypass Gemini 2011-05-03 in a distant future trevor lex alexander was shaping up to be the next great race pilot until a fixed
race got him banned from the sport reduced to making freelance deliveries he thinks his life can t get any worse that s when a
package manages to get him mixed up with mobsters a megacorp and a mad scientist now his life depends on learning what their plans
are and how he can stop them
Rogue Derelict 2018-10-17 rogue derelict is pulse pounding side story set in the universe of lindsay buroker s fallen empire
series in the chaos following the fall of the empire benita castor wants nothing more than to live a nice quiet life she thought
she made all the right decisions what could be safer than becoming an accountant where could she be more secure than the
industrial fringe of the empire s most civilized planet yet somehow she finds herself in the employ of a crime boss and is shipped
off to audit a recent acquisition in a forgotten corner of the system her new assignment is an old kirian space station being
developed by nori veshcha an enterprising woman with big plans for the relic nori is overflowing with ambition innovative ideas
and confidence though her crew leaves something to be desired her chief technician blick mathson is a man more familiar with
collecting debts than repairing ships the only other crew member her personal valet lefty hammermill is a dim witted but well
meaning grunt with secondhand cybernetics not much of a workforce to tackle the task of converting a centuries old hunk of junk
into a cutting edge resort but nori is nothing if not determined at first the assignment has the makings of an unpleasant but
uneventful enterprise even if nori is somewhat overly cool blick is a bit overly warm and lefty is just overly lefty when a second
relic of a bygone era makes an unscheduled arrival and its crew assumes benita is their kirian commander she and the others
realize the echoes of the past could have grave consequences for their future can a mismatched skeleton crew on a malfunctioning
space station rise to the challenge or will a remnant of history remind the system that some threats aren t gone they re simply
forgotten
Paradoxes and Dragons: A Science Fiction and Fantasy Anthology 2020-02-20 a collection of ten short stories and novellas collected
from joseph r lallo have you ever wanted to read about the adventures of a portly unicorn and her surly hummingbird friend maybe
you worry artificial intelligence is getting too big for its britches you ll find those tales and more in this science fiction and
fantasy anthology
The Coin of Kenvard 2020-04-16 in the wake of the perpetual war history must not repeat itself myranda and deacon have helped to
guide their world out of the clutches of the d karon but victory has come at a price deacon s mysterious affliction is worsening
how can he choose between his own life and finding the source of the anomalies that threaten his home
The Book of Deacon Anthology Volume 2 2022-02-03 a new collection of stories in the critically acclaimed and international
bestselling book of deacon series it contains 14 epic fantasy short stories novellas and novels released between 2015 and 2022
including the d karon apprentice in the aftermath of the perpetual war the legacy of the d karon lives on the crescents beyond the
northern alliance and tressor the chosen ones discover a secret world and a terrible threat the coin of kenvard after history
refuses to remain in the past the chosen ones must defend their world one last time the story of sorrel sorrel wants nothing more
than a safe place to raise her children even if she has to face an ancient evil to attain it halfax jade has grown into a fine
woman with a child of her own but the family curse has brought danger to even the sanctuaries of old and many more
Cipher Hill 2018-07-11 following his last adventure trevor lex alexander s life has managed to return to normal he s back to
splitting his time between delivering packages and transporting passengers along with the occasional foray into testing highly
experimental equipment he s even gotten back together with his girlfriend michella modane who has been launched to stardom by her
coverage of the bypass gemini incident yes things are going quite well for lex but in his life luck like this never lasts long
sure enough while he is preparing for a rare visit from michella he receives word that the reclusive inventor karter dee has been
kidnapped the eccentric and slightly deranged inventor s checkered past has made getting the authorities involved out of the
question that has left ma the ai in charge of cooking his meals and reining in his insanity with few options she has reached out



to lex as one of the few people she can trust and needs him to help assemble a team of karter s former allies to take him back
before his latest contraptions can be put to work terrorizing the populace at the hands of his captors
Unstable Prototypes 2012-02-26 the redemption of desmeres is a sidequest in the book of deacon saga desmeres lumineblade always
prided himself on his pragmatism clarity and focus these qualities made him the maker of the finest weapons ever created and even
helped end the perpetual war but some choices leave scars on even the steadiest mind and now the time has come to find balance for
his less heroic deeds for the first time in his life desmeres finds himself without purpose or direction he has no doubt that
every last decision made over his long life whether the others viewed it as heroic or heinous has been intelligent and necessary
but as the world recovers from its greatest trial he finds his mind muddled and filled with uncertainty for one who has already
made himself the enemy of the elite the finest warriors of the alliance army such distraction could cost him his freedom or even
his life he has no true allies to turn to and so he seeks council in one of the darker more sordid corners of vulcrest a woman
named genara helps guide him to the epiphany he seeks and that realization will lead them both on a journey of danger discovery
and redemption
The Redemption of Desmeres 2016-05-25 the big sigma collection volume 2 is a must for any fan of joseph r lallo s thrilling sci fi
adventure series it includes the final three novels temporal contingency after traveling the galaxy the time has finally come for
lex pierce the veil of time itself indra station lex s last big chance to get back to his first love racing may end in tragedy as
he gets caught up in a clash of criminal rivals nova igniter it all comes to this a once mindless swarm of self replicating
machines now serves a single will and available for sale for the first time a bonus short story meeting of the mas the many
instances of ma the snarky ai companion of karter dee put their heads together to see what s to be done about their friend lex
The Big Sigma Collection 2022-05-24 the adventures of rustle and eddy is a standalone deep sea adventure in the book of deacon
setting a little curiosity can be a dangerous thing rustle should have been content in his little pond hidden away from the world
where hopefully nothing exciting would ever happen but the sea was so near with all of its mysteries and secrets he couldn t help
but sneak away from time to time and gaze upon the surface wondering what lay beneath little did he know that on this fateful day
there was something equally curious staring back eddy was a merman just as mermaids were blessed with the ability to travel to the
surface he was blessed with the ability to travel to the depths together all of the sea was theirs to explore but it seemed only
the maids ever found something exciting a few words of magic and an awful lot of optimism brought him to the surface in search of
adventure to his delight he found rustle together to the fairy s woe and the merman s delight they soon find themselves on the
adventure of their lives but now that fate has turned its eyes to them can they survive what it has in store
The Adventures of Rustle and Eddy 2018-09-12 what would you risk to do what you were born to do lex has two loves racing and
michella everything from mega corporations to killer robots have threatened to keep them apart this is lex s chance to race again
one thing stands in his way michella she is determined to find what the league is hiding this second chance may be their last
Indra Station 2019-01-30 steam powered airships rule the skies in a world blanketed by a toxic fug these are the continuing
adventures of nita lil coop cap n mack and the rest of the wind breaker crew in a series of steampunk adventures that comprise the
second half of the main story arc of the free wrench series the collection includes three full novels the calderan problem the
wind breaker earns a safe harbor in caldera and brings its conflict with it cipher hill the wind breaker crew goes on the
offensive dead set on dethroning the biggest thorn in their side contaminant six the fug takes a terrible toll on the wind breaker
crew but just as this journey began as a search for a cure so shall the journey end it also includes two short stories lil and
coop the tale of how the cooper siblings came to be a part of the wind breaker crew the new inspector the story of how the ship
got its surly ship s inspector
Free-Wrench Collection: Volume 2 2022-12-06 paradoxes and dragons is a collection of ten short stories and novellas written by
joseph r lallo these stories were originally released as a part of his patreon and represent the first full year of the stranger
offerings presented to patrons have you ever wanted to read about the adventures of a portly unicorn and her surly hummingbird
friend maybe you worry artificial intelligence is getting too big for its britches you ll find those things and more in this
science fiction and fantasy anthology paradoxes and dragons covers everything from one shot stories about time travel shenanigans
to the follow ups to some of joseph r lallo s more esoteric settings including wasteland bella s journey it does not follow note
to self blot s arrival the back way part time heroes a big day for blodgette something precious the rills
Paradoxes and Dragons 2020-03-03 the bad news you died the good news you have an extra life after a terminal diagnosis jazz had
nothing to lose in testing a prototype brain scanner right wrong dead wrong now she s locked in a digital afterlife called the
after image how did she end up in this chaotic post life roleplaying game is there a way out she ll have to find some friends and
gain some levels but one way or another jazz is determined to get to the bottom of things top level player is a pop culture
nostalgia fest by joseph r lallo combining the wit of free wrench and big sigma with deep pull references from the 80s and 90s



Top Level Player 2021-11-30 it has taken some adjustment but nita graus has made quite a home for herself among the crew of the
wind breaker under her skillful care it has become one of the only airships to stay aloft without the continuous repair and
oversight of the vile and manipulative fug folk word of her adventures with captain mack gunner lil cooper and wink has made the
whole crew into living legends among the residents of the mountain towns of rim but in doing so it has also made finding safe
harbor virtually impossible agents of the fug folk and those working on their behalf hide in every cloud and skulk in every shadow
only one town a place called lock is willing to welcome the wind breaker into port most of the townspeople have already been
shunned by the fug folk and as such have little to lose in aiding and abetting the crew captain mack mindful of his advancing age
and the risks he s had to request of his crew time and time again has begun to plan for his retirement plans are swiftly derailed
when the fug folk hatch a plan of their own splitting the crew and locking nita away in the floating prison known as skykeep
skykeep is the second book in the free wrench saga and continues to chronicle the adventures of nita and her new crew as they
continue to clash with the twisted figures who control the destiny of a continent
Skykeep 2015-03-26 the islands of caldera are a shining jewel in a rather bleak world a terrible calamity in the past had
blanketed much of the world with a toxic fug those who survived were forced to take to the mountains and the skies in wondrous
airships life has since been a struggle with only the most ruthless and crafty able to survive to spare themselves the same fate
the calderans erected a battery of guns to fend off the airships of the mainland they isolated themselves from the madness of the
world choosing instead to focus on the pursuits of art and creativity few believe the technologically advanced but socially
barbarous outsiders have anything to offer amanita graus though is hoping that they do nita s mother has lost her livelihood and
perhaps soon her life to a terrible disease already the black sheep of the family for embracing engineering rather than art nita
resolves to leave the safety of her home and do whatever it takes to find a cure for a price the bizarre crew of an airship called
the wind breaker are willing to grant her a meeting with their mysterious benefactors and thus a chance to procure the one thing
with a chance to save her mother free wrench follows nita s adventures in a steampunk world of airships and lunatics helping her
in her journey are an eccentric crew of smugglers the gruff cap n mack the simple but enthusiastic lil and coop the arrogant
marksman gunner the surly surgeon butch and the irritable mascot wink to survive and find what she seeks she ll need to earn their
trust follow their rules and meet face to face with the people who pull the strings of their society
Free-Wrench 2014-07-16 one man s prison is another man s fortress alan grew up believing that justice was as simple as throwing
criminals in jail he also grew up believing there was no such thing as a shadow with a mind of its own a special request to put
his photographic talents to use for an interview at the local prison reveals a dark plan brewing there to stop it and keep his
family safe he may have to form some uneasy alliances the prison of shadows is the second book in shards of shadow an urban
fantasy series by joseph r lallo author of the international bestselling book of deacon and free wrench series
The Prison of Shadows 2019-07-18 the fug that poisoned the world has struck the wind breaker crew it was only a matter of time
before captain mack s crew felt the sting of the toxin that blankets their continent they must split up seek the aid of old rivals
and brave secret facilities to find the substance that may be the key to recovery
Contaminant Six 2020-09-08 steam powered airships rule the skies in a world blanketed by a toxic fug join nita lil coop cap n mack
and the rest of the wind breaker crew in a steampunk adventure that will leave you reeling free wrench collection volume 1
combines the first three novels of this exciting steampunk series into one amazing anthology here s what you get free wrench
beyond the islands of caldera the world is a vicious place a terrible calamity has poisoned the land those too ruthless or
stubborn to die have crafted steam powered mechanical wonders and taken to the sky yet somewhere in that wretched land there is a
cure for a dire disease with the eccentric crew of an airship called the wind breaker nita graus means to find that cure whatever
the price skykeep several months have passed since nita graus left her home in caldera to soar with the crew of the wind breaker
and life is anything but easy their prior exploits have earned them quite a reputation among surface dwellers and made them a
perpetual target of the manipulative residents of the fug now a new plot could split the crew and ground the wind breaker once and
for all ichor well ever since nita joined the wind breaker crew the airship s reputation has been growing the destruction of the
mighty dreadnought and the escape from the legendary skykeep have made the crew the stuff of legend alas legendary heroes always
attract worthy villains luscious p alabaster strives to be just that foe the free wrench series is an ongoing steampunk adventure
from joseph r lallo author of the book of deacon and big sigma series
Quantum Shift 2023-07-11 when the world gets smaller enemies get closer for once things seem calm for fel masker and his family
but the dark schemes of a shadowy mastermind are ready to hatch ancient foes are on the move in the greater lands uncovered
secrets cast doubt on a long trusted adviser hidden threats lurk beneath the cities of the world forgotten armies rise to march
again the maskers will need to travel to the four corners of the world to keep from tumbling into ruin it will take every trick
fel has learned and every friend he has made to push back the rising tide of a bygone era for the past to return the present must



fall
Free-Wrench Collection 2018-01-15 one man s prison is another man s fortress alan believed justice was as simple as throwing
criminals in jail he also believed shadows didn t have minds of their own a request to put his photographic skill to use for a
prison interview reveals a dark plan to stop it and keep his family safe he may have to form some uneasy alliances
The Bygone Way 2023-01-03 the universe can be savage but these heroes won t go down without a fight six full length novels by
bestselling authors that explore the far reaches of the universe the limits of the human mind and the divide between man and
machine aliens ai and post apocalyptic adventure you ll find them all among the savage stars download this collection of series
starters today about the books starship waking by c gockel on an icy barren world a starship dreams of doom her nightmares will
force an alien race to make contact with the most unlikely of heroes 6t9 a pleasure bot struggling to find purpose and volka a
lonely mutant on a repressive homeworld the galaxy will be shaken to its core the starship is waking exin ex machina by g s
jennsen when man and machine are one and the same death is no longer an inevitability though nika tescarav has lived many lives
she no longer remembers them but if whoever erased her past did so to silence her they ve failed enter a world of technological
wonders exotic alien life captivating worlds and a dark secret that will shatter it all star nomad by lindsay buroker the alliance
has toppled the tyrannical empire it should be a time for celebration but not for fighter pilot captain alisa marchenko after
barely surviving a crash in the final battle for freedom she s stranded on a dustball of a planet billions of miles from her young
daughter she has no money or resources and there are no transports heading to perun her former home and the last imperial
stronghold the legacy human by susan kaye quinn what would you give to live forever elijah wants to become an ascender a human
machine hybrid but it s forbidden for legacy humans like him when he s sponsored for the creative olympics he could win everything
including ascendance or lose it all playing the ascenders games bypass gemini by joseph lallo lex was the next great hoversled
pilot until a fixed race got him banned now a freelance delivery boy life couldn t get any worse then a mysterious suitcase got
him mixed up with mobsters a megacorp and a mad scientist now he must solve the mystery or die trying the concordia deception by j
j green after spending 184 years in suspended animation scientist cariad begins a new life in a remote space colony on a planet
rife with intrigue betrayal and alien threats can she fight to preserve humanity s future in the stars
The Prison of Shadows: Shards of Shadow 2019-08-20 artificial evolution is the third book in the big sigma series building upon
the story and characters introduced by bypass gemini and unstable prototypes lex michella and squee are once again joined by the
mercenaries silo and garotte along the way they ll need plenty of help from mad engineer karter dee and his ai ma after butting
heads with the megacorporation known as vectorcorp it was only a matter of time before lex alexander and his girlfriend michella
modane would face the consequences it is remarkable what a single corporate agent with the resources of a multi global
conglomerate can do to a person s career in the space of a few days lex is looking for work and michella is feeling pressure from
the network to ease off the hard hitting stories not one to be silenced michella quickly hatches a plan to continue her
investigations under the guise of a fluff story about a so called extraterrestrial and who better to be her personal driver than
lex meanwhile mercenaries silo and garotte are still nipping at the heels of the terrorist group known as the neo luddites rumors
of an attempt to secure a devastating weapon bring the pair to a forgotten little planet in an undeveloped corner of the galaxy
circumstances require that local authorities lay claim to the terrorists apparent target but what sort of threat could one gangly
collection of anatomical curiosities pose to the galaxy the answer to that question will put our heroes to the test and leave a
whole world hanging in the balance
Savage Stars 2020-01-16 dragons that hoard pillows legendary squirrel adventures sometimes short stories get a little experimental
paradoxes and dragons volume 2 is a collection of ten novellas and short stories spanning the sci fi and fantasy spectrum a time
travel front masquerading as an antique shop high tech dragon engineers inside these pages you ll find fun one shots and eagerly
anticipated sequels to stories in the first anthology paradoxes and dragons volume 2 includes uncle easy a post apocalyptic sequel
to wasteland comfortable dragon a knight seeks to battle the coziest dragon in the kingdom time loop a successful time travel
experiment makes an intern s day very complicated dragons in space space suits plus dragons what s not to like the dwarfendam run
a weary musician faces a mechanical gauntlet the front way a fan voted sequel to the back way the pencil hoarder a little dragon
learns a thing or two about what the human world has to offer soft summoned sometimes summoning a demon can go adorably wrong the
tale of amberbelly sometimes adventure is a matter of perspective weird nothing the novelization of the short lived webcomic of
the same name by joseph r lallo and adam j hall available in paradoxes and dragons volume 1
Artificial Evolution 2014-12-18 how could a good photo op go so wrong a time lapse of the lunar eclipse should have earned alan
cash and acclaim instead he came home with an invader in his dreams and a feeling of being watched now his life is a tangle of
cults white suited strangers and scheming shadows surviving will take teamwork guile and an awful lot of coffee
Paradoxes and Dragons Volume 2 2021-09-14 what the nobles don t know can t hurt them but how long can the maskers keep their



secrets fel and the other maskers knew recovering the gifts of the past was worth the danger so long as they could keep the worst
of the bygone contraptions out of the wrong hands they couldn t have predicted a wave of violence beyond beffshire s walls would
summon a powerful inspector now he is convinced the maskers are hiding something unfortunately for them he s right but there is
something shady about this inspector letting him claim their inventory might not simply destroy their legacy it might deliver
powerful and unpredictable artifacts directly into the clutches of forces with sinister aims time is running out to thwart the
inspector how can fel hide a shop full of goods right under the nose of the man with the power and authority to seize them one
thing is certain this will be quite a caper
A Traitor in the Shadows 2019-07-18 in a city at peace balance means war alan is ready to do something meaningful with his new
forensics skills with his friend jessie on the police force he works to track down a serial killer copying the infamous metro
ghoul lives hang in the balance and the killer may be more than the police can handle without some help from the shadows
The Bygone Caper 2022-04-12
The Balance of Shadows: Shards of Shadow 2019-09-12
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